
Seamus Teaching Bio 

Séamus Ó Flatharta, all Ireland champion and multi-instrumentalist, hails from a family steeped in 
music in south Connemara.  Seamus will offer guidance and give insight into the native style of 
playing on Celtic Harp/Bodhrán. (Instrument depending on what is advised)


Longer Bio 

Séamus Ó Flatharta’s skills in dancing, singing and playing instruments reflect his personality. At 
only 19 years old, Séamus meets each discipline with a passion and quiet zeal backed up by a 
love of the traditional Irish music heritage. Since the age of 16, he has been making waves in the 
fields of music, dance and singing across the globe; performing in China, U.S.A, Canada, The 
United Kingdom, Germany, Luxembourg, Belgium, Holland and France. He had the privilege of 
performing more recently alongside Cherish the Ladies at the world renowned Celtic Connections 
in 2017. 


Born into a family steeped in Irish traditional music, it wasn't long before Séamus got his eager 
hands on the Tin Whistle, learning to play his first piece of music before developing into an 
accomplished multi-instrumentalist. 


An incredible 23 time all Ireland champion on harp, whistle, singing and dancing, Séamus has 
performed on numerous tours across the globe, travelling extensively alongside other 
accomplished musicians, singers and dancers. Although only 19 years of age, Séamus has made 
numerous television appearances, and has been featured in many radio programmes throughout 
his early musical career.

 

Séamus is one of the few of his age responsible for maintaining the old style of Irish singing. 
“Sean-Nós” or “Old Style” singing, an ancient form of decorative Irish song, is of huge importance 
to him. He proudly boasts the beauty of this Irish art-form wherever he goes, delivering haunting 
renditions of poignant Irish folklore and mesmeric melodies to attentive audiences far and wide. 

 

A keen multi-instrumentalist, he has entertained audiences worldwide with displays of rhythmic 
dance, vibrant music and compelling vocals.
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